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Abstract 

One important feature of neural networks is that their basic processing elements compute 
nonlinear functions such as sigmoidal or linear threshold functions. While most existing math- 
ematical tools are effective in analyzing problems with linear structures, they are inadequate in 
dealing with nonlinear problems. We develop novel techniques based on classical tools such as 
rational approximation and harmonic analysis to study the computational properties of neural 
networks. Using such techniques, we can characterize the class of functions whose complexity 
is almost the same among various models of neural networks with feedforward structures. As a 

consequence of this characterization, for example, we prove that any depth-(d + 1) network of 
sigmoidal units computing the parity function of n inputs must have R(dn'ld-c) units, for any 
fixed c > 0. This lower bound is almost tight since we can compute the parity function with 
O(dn1Id) sigmoidal units in a depth-(d+ 1) network. Our techniques also generalize to networks 
whose elements can be approximated by piecewise low degree rational functions. These almost 
tight bounds are the first known complexity results on the size of neural networks computing 
Boolean functions with continuous-output elements and with depth more than two. 
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1 Introduction 

One of the challenges for mathematicians nowadays is t o  develop mathematical tools for the study 

of nonlinear problems. The few existing mathematical techniques are inadequate to  deal with 

nonlinearities. As a result, many important problems in nonlinear control and systems remain un- 

solved. Recently, artificial neural networks have found wide applications in many areas that require 

solutions to  nonlinear problems. One reason for such success is the existence of good “learning” 

or “training” algorithms such as Backpropagation [8] that provide solutions to  many problems for 

which traditional attacks have failed. At a more fundamental level, the computational power of 

neural networks comes from the fact that each basic processing element computes iz nonlinear func- 

tion of its inputs. The interconnection of these nonlinear elements can yield solutions t o  highly 

complex and nonlinear problems. On the other hand, because of the nonlinear features, it is very 

difficult to  study the fundamental limitations and capabilities of neural networks. Undoubtedly, 

any significant progress in the applications of neural networks must require a deeper understanding 

of their computational properties. 

We employ classical tools such as harmonic analysis and rational approximation to  derive new 

results on the computational complexity of neural networks. The class of neural networks to  which 

our techniques can apply is quite large; it includes feedforward networks of sigmoidal elements, 

linear threshold elements, and more generally, elements that can be piecewise approximated by low 

degree rational functions. 

2 Preliminaries and Previous Work 

A widely accepted model of neural networks is the feedforward multilayer network in which the 

basic processing element is a sigmodal element. A sigmoidal element computes a function f ( X )  of 

its input variables X = (21,. . . , z,,) such that 

1 
f (X)  = WV) )  = + e - F ( X )  

where 
S 

F ( X )  = c w ; .  2; +WO. 
i= l  

The real valued coefficients w; are commonly referred to as the weights of the threshold function. 

The case that is of most interest to  us is when the inputs are binary, i.e., X E {O,l}*.  We shall 

refer to  this model as sigmoidal network. 
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Another common feedforward multilayer model is one in which each basic processing unit com- 

putes a binary linear threshold function sgn(F(X)) ,  where F ( X )  is the same as above, and 

This model is often called the threshold circuit in the literature and recently has been studied 

intensively in the field of computer science. 

The size of a network/circuit is the number of elements. The depth of a network/circuit is the 

longest path from any input gate to  the output gates. \'ire can arrange the gates in layers so that 

all gates in the same layer compute concurrently. Each layer costs a unit delay in the computation. 

The depth of the network (which is the number of layers) can therefore be interpreted as the time 

for (parallel) computation. 

It has been realized that threshold circuits are very powerful model of computation. Many 

functions of common interest such as multiplication, division and sorting can be computed in 

polynomial-size threshold circuits of small constant depth [14, 15, lG). Most of the existing lower 

bound techniques [5, 121 apply only to deptli-2 threshold circuits. In [9], novel techniques which 

employed analytical tools from the theory of rational approsimation were developed to obtain lower 

bounds on the size of depth-:! threshold circuits that compute the parity function. In [ll], we have 

generalized the methods of rational approximation and our earlier techniques based on harmonic 

analysis to  obtain the first known almost optimal bounds on the size of threshold circuits with 

depth more than two. 

For sigmoidal networks, it has been shown [3] that in  principle any continuous function over 

a compact domain can be closely approximated by sigmoidal networks with two layers, yet the 

complexity of the network was not examined i n  [3]. In [l],  it was shown that a wide class of functions 

can be approximated with mean squared error of O ( n - * )  with two-layer sigmoidal networks of n 

elements. However, the question of whether further reduction in the size is possible with an increase 

in the depth of the sigmoidal network is not known. In [ll], we showed that in the model of threshold 

circuits, one can indeed reduce the size of threshold circuits by a small increase in the depth, for 

a useful class of Boolean functions, namely symmetric functions. While quite a few techniques 

have been developed for deriving lower bound results on the complexity of threshold circuits, 

an understanding of the power and the limitation of sigmoidal networks, especially as compared 

t o  threshold circuits, have not been explored. (In fact, threshold elements can be treated as a 

limiting case of sigmoidal elements.) We would like to answer questions such as: how much added 
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computational power does one gain by using sigmoidal elements to  compute discrete functions? 

In other words, can the size of the network be reduced by using sigmoidal elements instead of 

threshold elements? Some preliminary results in this regard have been reported [7], however, a 

detailed understanding is lacking. For example, no nontrivial lower bound on the size of multilayer 

sigmoidal networks have been obtained in previous research. The results of such analysis will be 

useful during "learning" of such networks since they provide the minimum possible size for the 

network to be trained. 

Because of the monotonicity of the sigmoidal functions, we do not expect that there is substan- 

tial gain in the computational power over the threshold elements, at least for the class of highly 

oscillating functions. We would like to extend our lower bound techniques for threshold circuits and 

derive a similar lower bound on the size of sigmoidal networks. In our previous work, we character- 

ized the class of highly oscillating functions with the use of harmonic analysis to  define the notion 

of a strong degree associated with a function. In addition, we employed a classical result due to 

GonEar (1967) [4] from the theory of rational approsimation. This result allows us to  approximate 

several layers of threshold gates by a rational function of low degree when the size of the circuit is 

small. Then by upper bounding the degree of the rational function that approximates the output 

function having large strong degree (i.e., highly oscillating), we give a lower bound on the size of 

the circuit. 

It is natural to  extend our techniques to sigmoidal networks by approximating sigmoidal func- 

tions with rational functions. Instead of using GonEar's lemma which yields a rational function 

approximating sgn(x), we employ a more recent result of Braess (1984) [2] that gives a low degree 

rational approximation to  e". This result enables us to show that many of our lower bound results 

on threshold circuits can be carried over to siginoidal networks. In fact, we can generalize our 

results t o  neural networks whose elements can be piecewise approzimaled by rational functions. 

In the following, we shall describe our main results without giving the details of the proofs, 

which will appear in the journal version of the paper. 

3 Main Result 

Let the degree of a rational function R ( z )  = P ( x ) / Q ( z )  be the maximum of the degrees of its 

numerator polynomial P(z) and denominator polynomial Q(z). Define 
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and 

Ek(e") = inf (11 R ( z )  - e" 11; R ( z )  rational and degree 5 k}. 

The following lemma is a special case of a significant result due to  Braess [2]: 

In other words, we can approximate exponentially close (in k) the function ez by a rational function 

of degree I ; .  This result in turns yields a low degree rational approximation to  the sigmodial 

function. 

In [ll], it was shown that any depth-(d+ 1) threshold circuit computing the parity function of n 

inputs must have size St(dnlld-') ,  for any  fised c > 0. The parity function of X = (z1, 2 2 , .  . . ,z,) E 
{O,l}" is defined to  be 1 if Cy='=l 2, is odd, and 0 otherwise. 

Here we want to  determine if the size of the network can be reduced by using sigmoidal elements 

that compute continuous output values. As our main results indicate, the answer is negative when 

the function to be computed is highly oscillating, such as the parity function. Since we are interested 

in the computation of Boolean functions, we regard the output of the sigmoidal network to be 1 

or 0 if the value of the output sigmoidal element is greater or smaller than some threshold 0, 

respectively. (However, the output values of the sigmoidal elements in the intermediate layers are 

continuous.) The following result can be derived using harmonic analysis [6]:  

Lemma 2 Let F ( X )  be a multilinear polynomial i n  X = ( 2 1 , .  . ., 2,) such that for some fixed 

6, the sigmoidal function a ( F ( X ) )  > 0 whenever the parity of X is 1, then the degree of F ( X )  
must be n. 

In the following, we shall only state the main result in terms of the parity function and the 

sigmoidal networks. The result actually holds i n  a more general setting where we only assume that 

the underlying function has large strong degree (i.e. Q ( n s ) ,  see [ll]), and the basic processing ele- 

ments of the network can be piecewise approximated by low degree rational functions. In addition, 

we also assume that the weights of all elements in the network do not have exponentially large 

dynamic range; this is a reasonable assumption in practice. 

Theorem 1 

function of n inputs must have size O ( C ! ~ ' / ~ - ' ) .  

Given any fixed c > 0, any  depth-(& + 1) sigmoidal network computing the parity 

We showed in Ill] that the parity function of n inputs can be computed with a depth-(d t 1) 

threshold circuit of size O ( d n l l d ) .  Since threshold circuits are a special kind of sigmoidal networks, 
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the result in the above theorem is almost optimal. hlore results that are derived with the tools of 

harmonic analysis and rational approximation will appear in a journal paper. 
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